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A well-known theorem attributed to P. Hall (see, for example, Huppert 
[2] 111.13.10) describes the structure of the groups of prime power order 
in which every abelian characteristic subgroup is cyclic. Van der Weal1 [4] 
has recently observed that for odd primes p the same groups G arise if 
one assumes only that 2(@(G)) and 2(&$(G)) are cyclic - notation follows 
Huppert. (This result is implicit in Huppert’s proof of 111.13.10.) The 
first aim of this note is to point out that for all primes p the same groups 
G are obtained by asking that just one abelian characteristic subgroup, 
namely Z(Qi(Co(@(G)))), be cyclic, and to give a short proof of the structure 
theorem, with only this assumption, in a form which solves theisomorphism 
problem for these groups. (P. Hall is reported to have given a result of 
this kind in his lectures in Cambridge.) The second aim is to describe 
the structure of those groups G of prime power order in which 2(@(G)) 
is cyclic. (From this one can read off an answer to the question posed 
at the end of van der Waall’s paper.) The starting point of both arguments 
is, as in Huppert’s book and in van der Waall’s paper, an application 
of a theorem of Hobby [l] (111.7.8~ in [2]): if G is a finite p-group and 
2(@(G)) is cyclic, then 0(G) is cyclic. (For another generalization of van 
der Waall’s paper, see [3].) 
Only finite p-groups will be considered. The structure of the groups 
will be described in terms of direct products and central products. The 
terminology of central products will be used in a restricted sense. We 
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say that G is a central product of its subgroups A and B if A and B commute 
elementwise and together generate G, provided also that A n B is the centre 
of (at least) one of the factors A, B. Routine verifications of this extra 
condition will be omitted. In most central products we look at, each 
central factor has cyclic centre, and all automorphisms of this centre are 
restrictions of automorphisms of the whole factor. All central products 
formed from one family of such factors (subject, of course, to the extra 
proviso above) are isomorphic. Only in this case do we write A Y B for 
a representative of the well-defined isomorphism class of central products 
of A and B. 
THEOREM 1. If G is a finite p-group with Z(!&(Co(@(G)))) cyclic, then 
G=GoYGIY . . . YG, 
whereGo iscyclic, dihedral, se&dihedral, or generalized quaternion; Gl, . . . . G8 
are nmabelian groups of order ~3, of exponent p for p odd and dihedral 
for p=2; and lG01>2 if s>O. 
REMARKS. (a) It is straightforward to check that every group with 
such a central decomposition has all its abelian characteristic subgroups 
cyclic. 
(b) It can be shown that G uniquely determines s and the isomorphism 
type of GO. We leave this to the reader (but beware of the proof of 
111.13.8b in [2]). 
PROOF. We begin with two familiar facts which will be used repeatedly. 
(1) If Q(C) is cyclic and central, then IQ’] QP. The proof is that of 
111.13.7a in [2]. 
(2) If ID’1 <p, then every nonabelian a-generator subgroup (x, y) is a 
central factor in D. For, each of x and y has centralizer of index r, in D, 
so ID: CD((X, y))l <p2, but 1(x, y): Z((x, y))l sp2, and hence 
D= (x, y>W(x, Y>). 
Put Co(@(G)) =C; by assumption, 2(&(O)) is cyclic. As sZi(Z(C)) < 
<2(!&(C)), we get that ~&(2(c)), and hence Z(C), is cyclic. Since 
WW)) =G fTc) a result of Hobby (111.7.8~ in [2]) yields that Q(G) is 
cyclic; so @(C)<@(C)<Z(C). 
A major step is to establish that 
(3) c=o@Yo~Y... YO, 
where O,-, is either nonabelian of order 8 or cyclic, and 01, . . . . 0, are non- 
abelian groups of order ~3, of exponent p for odd p and dihedral for p = 2. 
If 0=2(C) this is so (with s= 0) ; otherwise we have from (1) that 
IO’] =p. Write C= D YE with E of largest possible order subject to the 
restriction that it is a central product of nonabelian groups of order ~8, 
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each of exponent p for p odd and dihedral for p = 2; if C has no such 
decomposition, put D= C and E=C’. Observe that Z(D) is cyclic, for 
Z(D) = Z( 0). If D has no noncentral element of order p then D has only 
one subgroup of order p so (by III.32 in [2]) D is cyclic or generalized 
quaternion: in the latter case IC’I = 2 forces D to have order 8, and in 
either case we are done with D = Cc and E = Ci Y . . . Y C8 or 8 = 0. Suppose 
then that x is a noncentral element of order p in D. As (z)S@(C)) cannot 
lie in the cyclic 2(&(C)), th ere must be an element of order p in C which 
does not commute with x; take such an element in the form yz with y ED, 
z E E. Now [x, yz] # 1 while [x, z] = 1, so [x, y] # 1. Also, 1 = (yz)p = YPZP SO 
yr =z-p E Ep <E’ < c’ ; as ]C’l =p it follows that (x, y) is a nonabelian 
group of order p 3. For p = 2 this group is dihedral because 1x1 =p; for 
r, > 2, it has exponent p, since then yr E ED = 1. From (2) we know that 
(z, y) is a central factor of D; hence C is the central product of Co((x, y)) 
and (z, y) YE, contrary to the maximal choice of E. This completes the 
proof of (3). 
Observe that if [@(C)l gp then C = G and the theorem follows from (3). 
We have Z(C)r<@(G)<Z(C). Consider first the case @(C)=2(C). If 
@(G)=Gr then @(G)=(gr) f or some g in G, but then g E C so now 
Z(C)=@(G)=C r and (3) yields I@(G)1 <p. The alternative is that @(G) = 
= G’ > Gr and then, of course, r, is odd. In this case (3) shows that 
IC: Z(C)U2i(C)I gp. On the other hand, [G/Cl <p because G/C is iso- 
morphic to an elementary abelian subgroup of the automorphism group 
of Q(G) and that automorphism group is cyclic (see I. 13.19 in [2]). Thus 
Z(C)N&(C) is a normal subgroup of index at most 1p2 in G; as such it 
must contain G’ which is now 0(G). Therefore Z(C)=@(G)<8i(C) and 
again I@(G)1 up. 
It remains to consider the case Q(G) =Z(C)r : say, Z(C)=(g), 
@(G)=(gr). Let li E G\C. Since (g) is normal in G and D E (g), the 
subgroup (g, h) has a cyclic maximal subgroup (g) with [gp, h]# 1. On 
inspecting the list of groups with cyclic maximal subgroups (1.14.9 in [2]) 
we find that p= 2 and (g, h) is dihedral, semidihedral, or generalized 
quaternion. In each case, h acts invertingly on (gz), so all elements of 
G\C act the same way on @p(G): thus IG/C( = 2 and G= (h)C. Also, as 
jg/>8, in (3) we must have Co=(g). If s=O we are done; otherwise for 
each i with 1 <i < s let at, bs be a pair of involutions generating Cr. Since 
G’=(gs), we have that a? is an involution in the coset at(gz), so it is 
either at or a?. After a similar observation concerning b:, we find that 
there is an element ct (namely 1 or ai or br or a&t) in Cr such that &‘=a? 
and b:=b:. Put h’=hcFc;16’ . . . cr’; then h’ centralizes Ci Y CZ Y . . . Y C, 
and since, like h, it is an element of G\C, we have that (g, h’) is dihedral, 
semidihedral, or generalized quaternion (though not necessarily isomorphic 
to (g, h)). Thus Theorem 1 holds with GO = (g, h’) and Gi = Ct for 1 <i <s. 11 
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The main task in determining the structure of p-groups G with 2(@(G)) 
cyclic is to find the directly and centrally indecomposable groups of this 
kind. Two interesting types come to attention: both are factor groups of 
(a,b,c 1 (p+1+=1, (.$=&4+2", .c=.l+P, bc=(j=b) 
with n > 1; one obtains D+( 2*+s) by adding the relation cs = 1, and Q+(2-) 
by adding cs = as” instead. Of course, the cyclic groups C(p”) of order pm, 
the various nonebelian groups of order ps, and the nonabelian groups 
with cyclic maximal subgroups and orders greater than ps, all make their 
appearance. The latter also occur as subgroups of the groups mentioned 
above: just to fix notation, observe that the dihedral group D(2fi+s) of 
order 2n+s is (a, bc) in D+(2n+s), the semidihedral group 8(2n+s) of that 
order is (a, b) in either group, and the generalized quaternion group 
&(2”+s) is (a, bc) in Q+(2”+s). The fourth type is (a, c) in either group, 
but it is also needed for odd p : for m > 1, put 
N(pm+Z) = (a, a 1 ap”“+l= dp = 1, ad = al+P’). 
One may also note (although this paragraph will not be used in the 
sequel) that (a) is normal and its own centralizer in both groups, and 
both induce on it the unique fours subgroup of its automorphism group. 
While D+ splits over (a), Q+ cannot, on account of the generalized 
quaternion subgroup (a, bc). It is easy to see that if (x) is any cyclic 
subgroup of order 2 %+I, other than (a), in &+(2”+3), then (a, ~)=(a;, c), 
and hence that (x) =(ac): since ((ICC, bc) is also generalized quaternion, 
Q+ cannot split over (x) either, and so cannot be isomorphic to D+. 
It will be a consequence of Theorem 2 that every extension of a cyclic 
2-group by a fours group with faithful action is isomorphic to D+ or Q+. 
THEOREN 2. If G is a jinite p-group with 2(@(G)) dyclic, iSen 
G=Ex(Gr,YGlY...YGa) 
where E is elemmtay abelian, 4, . . . . Cr, are nonabelian of order ~3, of 
exponent p for p odd and dihdd for p= 2, while Go> 1 if E > 1, IGo > 2 
if s> 0, and GO has one of the following types: cyclic, nonabelian with a 
cyclic maximal subgroup, D(2n+z) Y C(4), S(2n+z) Y C(4), D+(2”+s), &+(29, 
D+(2n+s) Y C(4) (all with n> 1). Corwersely, every such group has cyclic 
Fmttini eubgroujp. 
REMARK. It can be shown that G uniquely determines s and the 
isomorphism types of E and G 0: we leave this to the reader. 
The converse part is trivial. Towards the direct statement, Hobby’s 
result (lot. cit.) implies that @b(G) is cyclic; this property is conveniently 
inherited by all subgroups and factor groups. If @(G)<Z(G), we have 
from (1) and (2) that either U is abelisn or it has a S-generator nonabelian 
central factor. We show below that 
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(4) if H is any nonabelian 2-generator group with cyclic Q(H), then 
either H has a cyclic maximal subgroup or lHl=p3. 
Beyond this, the proof of the case @(C)<Z(G) of Theorem 2 will be 
left to the reader. (Typical steps are Q(8) Y Q(8) r D(8) Y O(S), and, for 
m > n > 1, ikf(pm+3) Y M@n+3) E H(pm+3) Y N where N is nonabelian of 
order ~3, with exponent p for odd p and dihedral for ~=2.) 
Towards the case Q(G) Q Z(G) we shall prove the following. 
(6) If Q(G) is cyclic and noncentral then p= 2, and if G has no non- 
abelian central factor of order 8 then G is a central product of an abelian 
group and a group which is dihedral, semi&he&al, generalized quaternion, 
a D+(2”+3) or a &+( 2%+3). 
The rest will again be left to the reader. It just needs the well known 
&(2”‘3) Y C(4) gg D(2n+3) Y C(4), 
two results implicit in Theorem 1, namely 
&(2”f2) Y Q(8) gg D(2n+2) Y D(8), 
S(2n+2) Y&(S) E 5(2n+2) ‘fD(8), 
and the similarly straightforward 
9+(2"+3) W(4) =0+(2"+3) W(4), 
g+(2%+3)Y Q(8) =:+(2%+3)Y o(8). 
PROOF OF (4). Note that under these assumptions IH: @p(H)1 =p2. If 
@(H)=Hp then @(H)=(hp) f or some h, and (h) is maximal. Thus if H 
has no cyclic maximal subgroup we must have HP‘< H’ = @i(H), and then 
p> 2. As in the second last paragraph of the proof of Theorem 1, we 
deduce that jH: &(@(H))I QP, so &(0(H)) contains some maximal sub- 
group M of El. Since M is abelian but not cyclic, it is the direct product 
of @(H) and some group N of order p ; let L be a maximal subgroup of 
H not containing N. Put Ql(@(H))=P; then PN=&(M) 4 H. Now H/P 
is the product of the disjoint normal subgroups L/P and PN/P: so it is 
a 2-generator p-group with a proper direct decomposition and hence 
abelian. Thus H’ = P; as we are considering the case CD(H) =H’, it follows 
that IHl =p3. 
PROOF OF (5). Put Co(@(G)) =C; by assumption, C<G, and so 
I@(G)] >ps. If @(G)#Gr’then @(G)=G’=([g, h]) for some g and h in G; 
since I [g, h]l>@3, we know from (4) that (g, h) has a cyclic maximal 
subgroup, and then [g, h] E (g, h) p contradicts O(G) #BP. Thus @i(G) = 
= Gp = (ap) for some a in G; put Ia] =pn+r and note n> 1. Let h be any 
element of G outside C; then (a, R) has a cyclic maximal subgroup (namely 
(a}) and [ar, h] # 1, so the list of such groups (1.14.9 in [2]) shows that 
p=2.Now< ) a is normal in G and G/<a> has exponent 2 ; therefore every 
nontrivial automorphism induced on (a) by G has order 2, so its restriction 
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to (as) is trivial or inverting: thus IQ: Cl = 2. Put Co(a) =A ; as A <C 
and (a) has only one nontrivial automorphism which is trivial on (as}, 
we have IC: Al < 2. Put Co(h) = B. Every conjugate of h in G lies in the 
coset hG’ and G’ = (69, so /G: BI (2%; on the other hand, I(a) : (a) n Bj = 
= 2n, so (a)B= G. It follows that C= (a)(B n C) and (a, h)(B n C) = 
=(h, C)=G. Observe that @(B n 0) <(a) n B=(P); so if D is any 
S-generator nonabelian subgroup in B n C then I.DI = 8. By (1) and (2), 
such a D would be a central factor in C, so we would have DCo(D) > C: 
in fact, as h E Co(D), we would have D&(D) >(h)C=G, contrary to the 
assumption that G has no central factor of order 8. Thus B n C is abelian. 
Consequently B n A is centralized by {a, h) and by B n C, so B n A < 
<Z(G). If B n A = B n C we have that G is a central product of (a, h) 
and(BnA),andwearedone.IfBnA<BnCthen JBnC:BnA(=2, 
for we have observed that uc=al+s” for any c in 0 but not in A : choose 
such a c from B n C. Now B n C=(c)(B n A) and G=(a, h)(B n C)= 
= (a, h, c)(B n A) = (a, h, c)Z(G). Note also that cs E Q(G) n B = (ap). If 
(a, h) is semidihedral, there is an element b of order 2 (namely h or 
aw-lh) such that (a, b) = (a, h). If (a, h) is dihedral or generalized 
quaternion, (a, hc) is semidihedral and there is an element b of order 2 
(namely hc or a p’-‘hc) such that (a, b)=(a, hc). In each case (a, b, c)= 
=(a, h, c) and Ial = 2 n+l, b2= 1, ab=a-l+2”, ac=al+@, bc=cb, while ~2 is 
1 or us”, so (a, b, c) is D+(2n+s) or &+(2n+s). As G=(a, h, c)Z(G)= 
= (a, b, c)Z(G), this completes the proof. II 
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